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To your ideal customers, makeup and skincare aren’t luxury goods—they’re absolute 
necessities. They’re happy to invest in beauty products and will conceivably continue 
doing so forever. 
 
Still, beauty brands can’t sit back and watch as people flock to nab the latest acne-
zapping technology or organic serums. Scores of other companies, both in-store and 
online, offer similar benefits and promises, and you’re all competing for prospective 
customers who are undecided, on the fence or even considering switching from their 
regular brand. And for people who consistently purchase beauty products or services, 
they’re more knowledgeable than ever—with all the research tools they’ll ever need at 
their fingertips. 
 
Without strategic content preparation, many beauty 
retailers are doing exactly what they shouldn’t be 
doing: sitting back and watching. 
 
More often than not, beauty retailers simply use their 
blogs to talk about themselves. And that’s as far as 
they get in terms of content marketing. 
 
Customers now want to connect not only with brands 
that provide them with solutions to their most 
bothersome needs (e.g. a serum for their wrinkles), 
but also with an intelligent, savvy friend who’s in their 
corner (e.g. tips on how to prevent wrinkles). They 
are looking for a friend who dispenses no-nonsense advice. They’re looking for 
suggestions your average woman would actually use. More importantly, they’re 
looking for content that isn’t plastered all over the hundreds of beauty and 
lifestyle websites already out there. 
 
Content marketing is essential if you want to maintain customer loyalty, encourage 
product sharing and retain your position as the go-to expert in the beauty industry. It’s 
also a critical method of nurturing relationships with the “on-the-fence” customers so 
they can eventually convert into customers. 
 
And it usually starts and revolves around your blog. 
 
But with a thick saturation of beauty brands out there and everyone jumping on the 
content marketing bandwagon, how on earth do you stand out?  
 
Before we delve into your content marketing plan, let’s first explore the main issues with 
beauty brand blogs. 
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THE PROBLEMS:  
Why Your Blog Is Failing 

 
 
Nine times out of 10, brand blogs suck. Here are the three most common reasons: 
 
Your Experts Lack the Time 
Your founder, marketing directors, educators, ambassadors and other directly involved 
stakeholders brim with knowledge. They possess the skill and know-how, but their 
thoughts don’t materialize on paper because they’re too inundated to flesh out their 
ideas in an entertaining and digestible manner. Plus, some great minds simply aren’t 
great writers. There are two solutions to this: Find a journalist to interview these people 
or one who is an expert him/herself. 
 
Unsupportive Design 
Even if you have talented writers who are willing to put in the time and effort, oftentimes 
their words aren’t supported by crisp, clean and attractive design (in terms blog design 
and font, for example). I can’t tell you how many times I see unsightly blogs that appear 
to be afterthoughts and get absolutely no customer traction. If your blog looks 
amateurish, your customers—especially prospective customers—might think your entire 
brand and your products are amateurish as well. If you have a product you 
wholeheartedly believe in, represent it well on all fronts, not just on your packaging. 
 
Unoriginal & Lackluster Content 
Every skincare blog in existence contains a post on how to get rid of acne in the summer 
or how to heal dry skin. This type of content has been ready over and over again. 
Without fresh story ideas, a blog is a dime a dozen. You need an Editorial Calendar 
and a Content Repository—and someone to manage it—in order to ensure everyone 
you care about has a place to offer their ideas and to collect all key elements of any 
brainstorm that occurs within your company. Ideally, the person in charge of blogging will 
also be a master at coming up with enterprising content ideas. 
 
No Distribution Plan 
Please, please, please don’t expect a writer to stuff your blog with keywords and hope 
people find you on Google. If you invest in great content, make sure it’s disseminated to 
your customers on social media and your e-newsletter, which is still the top source of 
online revenue for most brands. In other words, produce content you’re absolutely proud 
of, then show it off. Don’t expect customers to flock to you when you can easily share 
your ideas with them. If they’re following you on social media or subscribed to your 
newsletter, they already gave you permission to talk to them! 
 
Reconsider “frugality” for a second and prioritize your blog 

if you really want (a great) one. 
 
If you decide to have a blog and present it on any of your online or print 
communications, make sure it doesn’t suck. Make room in your budget and work with a 
graphic designer and a professional editor/writer. If you’d rather not, stick to what you’d 
rather focus on and execute that well. A terrible blog is worse than no blog.  



 
 

THE SOLUTIONS: 
Steps to a Thriving Blog 

 
 

1. Organize Yourself for Success 
 
Create Your Blog Team 
Find someone to take the lead as Managing Editor. He or she will act as the cornerstone 
of your blog, the intermediary who makes key decisions, ensures day-to-day activities 
are streamlined, communicates with executive management and coordinates activity 

with all partners. Partners might include brand 
ambassadors, SEO keyword research specialists, 
graphic designers, social media managers, non-
competitive partner brands and celebrity spokespeople. 
The Managing Editor will also be in charge of creating 
your company Style Guide so it’s aligned with your 
brand’s voice and personality. Regardless if someone is 
directly involved with your blog, let everyone know they 
have space to participate, especially when it comes to 
blog post ideas.  
 

 
To find the perfect writer, search for someone who offers both credible beauty 
experience and passion. One can be an incredibly skilled writer, but people tend to 
produce their best work when they are close to the topic. If your writer isn’t tickled pink 
by beauty, he or she will get tired of writing for you—and it will most definitely show in 
their work. 
 
Create a Content Repository  
I’ve worked with popular brands who’ve appointed someone as their dedicated writer 
only to have said beauty writer wake up every morning and write whatever is on their 
mind. True story. But how does one person come up with all the ideas for an entire 
brand? What if someone else has an idea no one else has thought of? Like social 
media, all departments should be involved in suggesting ideas for the blog. Customer 
service representatives, for example, get hundreds of questions from customers that can 
easily be turned into content. Create a Content Repository in which all your staff 
members and partners can access and input their ideas.  
 
Create an Editorial Calendar 
An Editorial Calendar (with the Managing Editor at the helm) is crucial to your success, 
as it provides a bird’s-eye view and a shared platform for smart planning. The calendar 
should include trends, brand milestones, launches, seasons, promotions, pop culture 
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events and anything else you can think of. Create multiple columns to organize your 
calendar, including due dates, assigned writers, partners, photo sources and more. An 
Editorial Calendar is especially important when it comes to editorial approvals and 
securing enough time to book interviews, create graphics and coordinate with the 
marketing team on promotions. 
 

2. Differentiate Your Blog 
 
Turn your blog into a blogazine (because nobody is hitting 
the ‘Refresh’ button on your blog). 
These days, you’d be hard-pressed to find a brand without a blog. It’s included as 
routinely as the About page. So why should customers care about yours? And what 
more can you give them? 
 
What about your blog tells your community that you’ll be offering brain-altering, useful 
content that makes it worthy for their coveted eyeballs? Your blog isn’t only a self-
promotion tool—it’s a well-researched, editorial, knowledge-dispensing machine. 
 
People very rarely visit a beauty brand’s website just to 
read the blog on a regular basis. There are definitely 
exceptions, but most of the time people are first 
prompted by a post on social media or a newsletter to 
visit a brand blog. Do you know who does enjoy more 
loyal visits? Magazines (e.g. MarieClaire.com) or 
independent digital pubs (e.g. IntoTheGloss.com). That’s 
because you can always expect to find something worth 
reading in your favorite magazines. So turn your blog into 
one. Which brings me to… 
 
Rethink your writing and get 
journalistic. 
I have a secret to creating enticing content. Instead of thinking of your blog posts as 
traditional early ‘00s blog posts (e.g. “10 Ways to Get Glowing Skin), think of them as 
articles you’d write for a magazine or digital publication. You need someone who can 
report and interview and write features and tell a story. Find someone who can challenge 
you and your customers to think differently. 
 
Don’t get caught up churning out, say, five mediocre blog posts when you can publish 
one per week that your customers will actually look forward to. 
 

3. Unearth Fresh Ideas 
 
Secretly insert yourself into every bit of content (pssst, the 
key to never-ending content ideas!). 
There’s a great way to do so without shouting in your customers’ faces. You don’t 
always have to explicitly tell them to check our your best-selling night cream. You simply 
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need to find all the ways you solve your customers’ problems and weave it into your 
content.  
 
But this isn’t as easy as you’d think. Your problem-solving list should extend beyond “We 
help get rid of wrinkles.” What other indirect problems do you solve? I’ve worked with 
brands who have come up with a list that approached 50 problems! 
 
Tell customers about your humans. 
Your store sells beauty products. We already know that. But who’s behind it?  Who 
makes “the store” happen? Will customers care? There’s only one way to find out. 
 
Spotlight an extraordinary salesperson who works at your store. Is there someone in 
management with a remarkable story? Someone whose hair is always gorgeous without 
trying? You’re only as good as your team, so show them off. Plus, telling your story will 
organically bring out your most genuine self. 
 
Put a face on the brand. 
Entrepreneurs inspire everyone. Learning the scientific, creation and creative process 
behind the product allows the customer to understand simply why the item is worth their 
money. 
 
Profile the entrepreneur or creative behind the brand. Squeeze an exclusive tip or two 
out of them. If Rita Hazan told me how to use her root concealer, I’d listen. 
 
Prove your brands do what they say they do. 
Although customers do rely on reviews to help determine their purchases, give them 
some hard evidence. They’ll appreciate it. 
 
Why wait until Allure tells readers how to use one of your products, or why it’s the best? 
Test your best red lipstick against five other brands, take pictures and show which one 
lasts the longest. 
 
Grab your best waterproof, sweatproof and makeup-setting products, put them on five 
women, let them have a grand night out dancing and drinking and take before-and-after 
photos. Don’t use Photoshop. This can even be structured as a contest with readers. 
  
Load up on DIY guides. 
There’s a reason why Red Velvet Boutique does so well. The co-founder’s blog, 
Beautiful Mess, is loaded with DIYs that consumers—or rather, longtime admirers—drool 
over. There are other components on the blog as well (all are aesthetically pleasing and 
informative), but the blog’s DIY expertise is what brings readers back and hungry for 
more. Here are some examples: 
 

• Show creative ways to use empty makeup packages and skincare bottles. 
• Teach readers how to make their own cosmetics bags using materials they 

already have. 
• Share incredibly space-saving makeup organization tips and tools. 



• Offer clever and unique ways to organize all your electric tools, e.g. Clarisonic, 
Zeno, etc. 

 
Bring readers into your content. 
Your customers are the most important part of your company, so include them in your 
content. Let them know you appreciate their input. What better way to attract readers 
than to present them as the stars? 
 

• Spotlight a major VIP. Write about her profession, her favorite hobbies, her 
inspirations and how her makeup (or more aptly, your store) fits into her life. 

• Conduct beauty surveys. Post results. 
• Post entertaining, unique and not-overdone beauty quizzes. 
• Gather an eclectic group of girlfriends (or customers) to talk about their beauty 

routines, passions and woes. Transcribe the best parts of the dialogue.  
• Gather beauty and life advice from elders (70+) who still look damn good. 
• Have readers submit photos of themselves so that your professionals can give 

them a virtual makeover, providing ideas/tips on how to enhance their look with 
your products.  

• Showcase and applaud a user’s review/comment every week. Gift them with a 
small prize. 

 
Load up on visually stunning photos. 
Photos simply have an alluring touch prime facie that words don’t. As a result, photos 
are shared a lot more often. Additionally, sharing a photo on Pinterest or Facebook is a 
reflection of the sharer’s taste and overall style, so providing a crop of great ones to 
choose from isn’t a bad idea. 
 

• Make sure every piece of content is accompanied by an original photo that’s 
share-worthy. 

• Encourage management and staff to take candid shots of beauty-related 
activities inside your office or at retail stores. Share it. 

• Have in-store makeup artists take photos of their made-over customers and 
share it. 

 
Help readers pursue their careers. 
Many beauty aficionados are aspiring makeup artists, beauty writers, editors, brand 
managers, etc… They are hungry for advice and what better source than you, one of the 
best beauty retailers in the world? 
 

• Profile beauty professionals to provide a realistic look inside the most coveted 
beauty jobs. Depict how much hard work is involved and what the sacrifices and 
payoffs are. 

• Take readers through the buyer process at your store. 
• Make book and blog recommendations for different beauty occupations. 
• Offer a shadowing opportunity with a notable management executive, if possible. 
• Provide a guide on how to get a job at a your retail store or in management. 
• Write a tutorial on how to wear makeup for professional photos. 

 



Help your readers with their product research. 
Consumers spend hours site-browsing to identify or narrow down the products they 
seek. Why not help them? 
 

• Highlight the most potent or effective ingredients in the products you showcase. 
• Provide an allergy and sensitive skin guide. 
• Illustrate the origins of the products and how they’re made. 

 
Acknowledge and solve your readers’ problems, concerns 
and questions. 
There’s never a shortage of beauty concerns. Readers will appreciate your well-thought-
out research. 
 

• How to put makeup in the dark. 
• Brilliant ways to make your face look thinner (face Spanx?!). 
• Does the order of skincare products really matter? 
• What happens if you mix your serum and your moisturizer? Does it dilute its 

effectiveness? 
• Hot ways to keep your hair out of your face during a windy date. 
• In order to rock red or hot pink lipsticks, you might want to have pearly whites. 

Relying solely on the shade of lipstick doesn’t always suffice. Show how to get 
and maintain white teeth using your products. Show the progress and how it 
looks with the lipstick. 

• Creative ways to incorporate sunscreen into your makeup routine. 
• How to apply full-on makeup when you’re in a major hurry. 

 
Celebrate the diversity of your readers. 
There’s always a group of people who are alienated from sites because their beauty 
concerns or desires are completely disregarded. Don’t be afraid to acknowledge and 
directly address certain groups. 
 

• How to put makeup on uneven eyes. 
• Hair styles for women with widow’s peak (e.g. it’s difficult for women with widow’s 

peak to tightly pull back their hair in a bun). 
• Makeup tip series for ethnic women (of African, Latino or Asian descent). 

 
Have fun. 
You’re probably thinking, Duh! But there’s a difference between having fun and being 
fun. Of course your writing will be fun to read but if you have fun while creating it, it will 
show (not to mention make blogging enjoyable). I promise. 
 

• How to host a beauty party with your girlfriends (without them thinking, WTF?) 
• Use the same set of makeup on two very different women. 
• Take celebrity photos and those of other well-known figures and create a 

makeup look based on them. 
• 5 makeup lessons we can learn from guys. 
• Outrageous makeup routines from around the world (that work!). 



 
Include recurring features that readers expect to relish. 
Human beings find comfort in regularity. Figure out what content receives the most 
positive reactions and turn them into weekly columns or monthly specials. 
 

• Every month, highlight a different date-night look. 
• Choose a different city each month and do a makeup look based on the trends 

and climate of each city. 
• Do the above for a different country or unknown town. 

 
Help readers justify costs. 
Read 10 reviews on your site and at least one will mention a high price. Nudge readers 
by explaining why the cost is relatively insignificant to the benefits they’ll reap from the 
product. Remember, most people will choose confidence and beauty over keeping $50. 
 

• Calculate the life of long-lasting items and how much it’s worth per day.  
• Compare prices to other daily purchases, such as happy hour, a box of Belgian 

chocolates or some really expensive shoes. 
 
Show them how to make the most of their in-store 
experience. 
Online content should encourage customers to remain on your page but it should also 
nudge them into an actual store where they can have fun with testers and fellow beauty 
enthusiasts.  
 

• How to nab free beauty supplies from beauty retailers. 
• Sometimes customers look for something very specific, like a shimmery tinted 

moisturizer with SPF, and get overwhelmed by the options. Create guides for 
such products, detailing the benefit of each and helping the customer choose 
which is best for her. 

 
Explore what every other beauty retailer already is doing: 
 

• How-to videos on popular makeup methods, such as the smoky eye 
• Guest bloggers 
• Giveaways & sweepstakes 
• Street-style photos 

 
Should you also employ these kinds of content? Yes. There’s a reason why everyone is 
doing it – because customers dig it.  
 

Ultimately, there’s just one question you should be asking 
yourself as you ideate and create content: 

 
“Why would someone read this and not another more well-

established beauty blog or magazine?” 



 
 

Still itching for more? Perhaps you want to: 
 

ü generate a windmill of inimitable content without running out of ideas 
ü Seriously upgrade your writing from boring to anything but 

ü deliver articles based on scientific research and written with journalistic 
aplomb 

ü ideate articles that will truly attract your readers 
ü find a writer who gets you—and your brand’s unique personality 

ü find the time to do all of this! 
 

ü Your Smart Solution 
ü Hire a triple-whammy beauty + wellness expert who can 

ü Sell like a copywriter 
ü Research and report like a journalist 

ü Write smart headlines and polish articles like a publications editor 
ü Tout your know-how of beauty + health + wellness 

 
 

You guessed it—that’s me. 
Email me at info@sarahban.com and let’s 

make your brand sparkle. 


